Sustainable transportation and power systems have the great potential to significantly reduce hydrocarbon consumptions, pollutant emissions, and carbon footprint [1] . The two key energy sectors are intimately coupled. For instance, largescale deployment of electrified vehicles is considerably beneficial to renewable ways of power generation by including wind and solar energy sources. Such good synergies between the transportation and power sectors expedite a revolutionary transition towards a clean, high-efficiency, and affordable energy future. The inevitably increasing system complexity and the desire to make the most of sustainable energy systems constitute a major incentive to leverage advanced approaches of system modeling, simulation, control, optimization, diagnosis, and prognostics. In systemlevel analysis, there are various modeling/control challenges surrounding transportation electrification (e.g., alternativeenergy powertrains), intelligent transportation system (e.g., autonomous driving and connected vehicles), smart grid (e.g., microgrids and renewables integrations), and vehicletraffic-grid-building interactions. A wealth of optimization methods has been proposed to devise sophisticated energy management strategies for tackling such challenges, including dynamic programming (DP) are also plentiful modeling/control challenges surrounding energy storage systems (e.g., batteries, ultracapacitors, fuel cells, flywheels, and hybrid storage schemes), electric machine/motor drive systems, V2I/V2V communication, and power electronic circuits, and so forth. For example, diverse approaches have been utilized to establish highfidelity battery/ultracapacitor models, including offline particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, genetic algorithm, fractional-order calculus, and online extended Kalman filtering. A plethora of battery/ultracapacitor state estimation and charging control techniques has also been reported in the recent literature [7] [8] [9] .
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The main goal of this special issue is to provide a professional platform sharing timely, advanced solutions to modeling, simulation, control, optimization, and fault diagnosis/prognosis of sustainable transportation and power systems. Particular emphasis is placed on systemlevel/component-level modeling, optimization, control, and fault diagnosis/prognosis.
For this special issue, 84 submissions have been totally received. After rigorous review processes, 37 manuscripts have been ultimately accepted, which cover a broad range of key modeling/control problems in sustainable transportation and power systems. A brief snapshot of them is given below. 
